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Hej Katrine, we have got to do our week report filming now,
Yes you are right, let’s do some filming now.
Hello all! This is week 18 report, early Monday morning, we all rose with sleepiness due to
extensively busy weekend of volleyball tournament. Facing the day of work with
determination to pay attention as today we have a guest speaker, Joe Murray from
Norway. The topics that Joe covered during his presentation, we all found them so
fascinating and interesting. I will let Katrine to explain in more details of these topics.
Joe produced different presentations, all of various topics and these are Deaf Marriages
and Genetics. He also assigned us to read three different articles about Deaf being
labelled as a Disabled group, Visual Minority, and Ethnic minority.
There are main conflicts between both Deaf as Disabled and Ethnic Minority groups, we
led a two group debate, discussing the preferences and suitability of each these groups.
There is more interesting information regarding Joe’s presentation in the interview with Joe
Murray and with Giuseppe’s lesson.
In the evening, Carolien, our FR3 participant from Belgian led a sport session which was
new for all of us, so watch the film coming up soon and now Katrine and I are going to get
change.
Voila, the sport is Aerobics, see us panting and sweating, training hard!
(Filming of aerobics)
I am here in the art room, as on Friday, we had Ole giving us presentation on “Culture
Jamming” which is about technology and internet becoming worldwide. Culture
Jamming consist of many different forms such as art, films, etc with an aim to make an
impact on individuals, it can vary either from positive and negative aspects. Ole give us
work on creating our own examples media on making an impact on people by using art,
films, and many more.
On Saturday, most of us went out to town, we were suppose to go to Aarhus for shopping
spree however unfortunately due to restricted amount of time, as the journey takes about
an hour from Castberggård to Aarhus. So in the end we all opt for nearer town, which is
Vejle, armed with money. Resting for lunch at the Chinese restaurant afterwards at a cafe
for coffee, teas and cakes, chatting all the way through.
The rest of the weekend were relaxing with DVDS and chatting away, enjoying each
others’ company, preparing for a new week of working.
Watch us next week. Bye bye!

